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Abstract—With the modern semiconductor supply chain, the ownership of both intellectual property (IP) and integrated circuit (IC) cannot be guaranteed. The IP piracy may take place at the untrusted IC designer or untrusted foundry without the knowledge of the original IP owner. The untrusted foundry can also perform IC piracy with reverse engineering of GDSII, overproducing the number of ICs, and shipping out-of-spec/defective devices. A holistic solution is proposed to protect the ownership of both IP owners and IC designers. In this solution, a dynamically obfuscated wrapper for split test (DOST) and a secure split test methodology together aim at preventing IP overusing at multiple abstraction levels and enabling IC designers to fully control the production, test, and authentication processes. DOST has been implemented and validated on video graphics array-liquid crystal display, floating-point and graphics unit, Leon3, and Leon3mp benchmarks. DOST enables the structural tests in the locked mode and the functional tests in the functionally unlocked mode. The results show that the proposed method is highly robust against IP and IC piracies with an insignificant area (1.381%) and power (1.276%) overhead.

Index Terms—Authentication, counterfeit, integrated circuit (IC) piracy, intellectual property (IP) piracy, overproduction, ownership certification, supply chain security.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MODERN semiconductor industry, time-to-market has a direct impact on the price of final products. Hence, to save time and reduce the cost, integrated circuit (IC) designers usually reuse the same intellectual property (IP) whenever possible. Like time-to-market, the manufacturing cost is also another critical cost-controlling parameter that controls the price of final products. The cost of having a sub-22-nm foundry is more than $5 billion and has been increasing over time. A change in a technology node in every two years makes it more expensive with the technology node approaching ~10 nm [1], [2]. Therefore, it is almost impossible for most of the vertical semiconductor industries (i.e., design and fabrication are completed in the same company) to afford such high cost. To compete in the global market, the IC designers are outsourcing their designed ICs to off-shore foundries for fabricating their products.

In the horizontal business model, the IC supply chain starts at the IP owner where the IP is designed and outsourced at different abstraction levels. An IP designer outsources soft IP or hard IP core to an IC designer. The IC designer integrates different IPs from different vendors. The integrated design is outsourced for synthesis and testing to a third party to minimize the development cost. The third party sends back the GDSII file to the IC designer or sometimes directly to the foundry for the fabrication and testing of the final part. However, this horizontal semiconductor supply chain suffers from major trust issues, including both IP and IC piracies [3]–[9]. Explicitly, the IC designer can overuse the IP without the consent of the IP owner [9]. The untrusted foundry can reuse the mask, sell the original design to a third party, and send out the defective parts to make profit [1]. Furthermore, the layout of an IP or an IC can be extracted at any abstraction level by reverse engineering the GDSII [10]. Testing is performed to decide whether a fabricated chip is functioning correctly and to confirm whether the fabricated chips are within the specification. Unfortunately, the existing testing practices conducted by the foundry cannot prevent defective or pirated devices from entering market [6], [7]. Entering such chips into the market has catastrophic consequences on the economy, safety, and security of electronic systems. Those chips can underperform, fail, or bypass the security mechanisms. Therefore, one must have proper defense mechanisms so that only authentic chips enter the market. Such an assurance is challenging and expensive. There have been several approaches in the literature, which aim at bringing trust and integrity in modern semiconductor supply chain. The most effective and popular techniques are summarized in the following.

A. Split Manufacturing

Split manufacturing is proposed to ensure trust in the supply chain where a chip is partly fabricated in an untrusted foundry. Using this method, the fabrication of a chip is completed in two separate phases: the front end of line (FEOL) and the back end of line (BEOL). The FEOL and the BEOL involve the
lower and the upper layers, respectively [11]. The FEOL layers are fabricated in an untrusted foundry where the IC designer does not reveal the full design to keep the original functionality of the circuit unknown. On the other hand, the BEOL layers are fabricated in a trusted foundry [11]–[15]. The FEOL and BEOL layers are aligned, connected, and tested by the trusted foundry as well. This method cannot prevent the IP (soft/hard) piracy performed by the IC designer although split manufacturing can prevent an untrusted foundry from overproduction. Besides, the BEOL layers can be fully or partly reverse-engineered with the knowledge of electronics design automation routing strategy [16], [17]. Therefore, the FEOL (i.e., untrusted) foundry can overproduce ICs by discovering the BEOL connections. Another limitation of this technique is that it cannot prevent defective/out-of-spec ICs entering the market if the untrusted assembly performs testing.

B. Metering/Locking

In this technique, the IC designer locks the original functionality of a chip by locking it with an on-chip private key [18]–[20]. Usually, the unique fingerprint generated by an on-chip physical unclonable function (PUF) or true random number generator (TRNG) is used to generate private and public keys [21]–[23]. There are several netlist locking/unlocking mechanisms to meter the fabricated chips in an untrusted party. These techniques are hardware metering, HARPOON, logic barrier, and more [3]–[5], [24]. The major limitation of these approaches is that the IP/IC needs to be unlocked before any production test. Therefore, the defective/out-of-spec chips can be labeled as good ones and sold into the market. The untrusted party can also request extra keys (to unlock more than the licensed number of copies) by claiming that they have a lower yield than actual. The overuse of IP: The modern electronic system is very large and complex. The IC designer relies on the third-party IPs to reduce the development cost. The untrusted foundry can fabricate more chips than the agreed volume and sell the overproduced ICs in the gray/black market for illegal profit. [6], [7], [19].

C. Secure Split Test

Secure split test (SST) is proposed to ensure the trust and integrity in a modern semiconductor supply chain by locking the original functionality of the IC [6], [7]. In SST, instead of the foundry, the IC designer decides whether an IC passes the test or not. SST is very robust against a wide range of threat models, because the SST uses both functional locking and scan locking. Therefore, an attacker cannot obtain the correct information after performing testing on an unlocked chip. The locking key is unique from chip to chip and not revealed to the foundry. The key is generated inside the chip using a TRNG. The TRNG output is used to lock both functionality and scan chains. The TRNG’s value is encrypted and sent to the IC designer so that the foundry or man-in-the-middle attacker cannot reveal any information from the encrypted sequence. The foundry/assembly applies the test patterns to all locked ICs and collects the corresponding test responses. The foundry/assembly then sends the perturbed test responses, encrypted TRNG’s value, and electronic chip identification (ECID) to the IC designer for test-result checking. The IC designer checks responses for all chips and decides which chip is faulty and which chip is functionally correct. Because of unique keys, each chip will have a unique response for a given input pattern. If the chip is fault-free, an activation key is sent to the foundry/assembly to activate the chip. The SST only relies on structural testing. However, functional tests, such as speed binning, need to be performed after IC unlocking. Therefore, the SST cannot completely prevent the untrusted foundry from labeling the out-of-spec (i.e., binning failure) devices as in-spec ones. Besides, the expected responses of each device under test (DUT) are uniquely encrypted by TRNG, which results in high automatic test equipment (ATE) storage and programming effort. The final limitation of the SST is that the IC designer has to check all of the test responses of each chip, which can increase the test time.

To overcome the limitations of the above-mentioned techniques, we propose a novel dynamically obfuscated wrapper for split test (DOST) to ensure the verification of IP and IC ownerships. Our proposed technique offers the following advantages.

1) It enables and supports both structural and functional tests in a locked chip. Therefore, it prevents foundry from sending defective or out-of-spec devices into the market.
2) It prevents overproduction and reverse engineering of IP/IC.
3) It is applicable for both the IP and the IC protection with hierarchical flexibility.
4) DOST adds negligible overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The threat models are highlighted in Section II. The architecture of the proposed DOST is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents the DOST-based SST methodology. Section V discusses the protection of our proposed technique at multiple hierarchy levels. The implementation flow is presented in Section VI. The experimental results and the attack analysis are discussed in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VIII.

II. THREAT MODELS AND OBJECTIVES

A. Threat Models

1) Overuse of IP: The modern electronic system is very large and complex. The IC designer relies on the third-party IPs to reduce the development cost. The untrusted IC designer may integrate IP in unauthorized ICs without the consent of the original IP owner. An untrusted foundry with access to a designer’s IP (i.e., the mask/GDSII) can reuse it in an unauthorized design. These deceitful activities result in the IP owner’s revenue loss [9], [26].
2) IC Overproduction: An untrusted foundry can fabricate more chips than the agreed volume and sell the overproduced ICs in the gray/black market for illegal profit. [6], [7], [19].
3) Release of Defective ICs: The design house does not have any proof whether the fabricated chips have been appropriately tested or not. Some defective chips might exhibit the correct functionality except under rare conditions or inputs and almost impossible to identify them in the supply chain. These defective chips should be
discarded by the foundry or assembly. The untrusted foundry can sell these rejected components to the open market under the name of the original IC designer, which can pose a severe threat to the quality and reliability of a system [6], [7], [19]. Consequently, the IC designer might endure both reputation and revenue losses.

4) Release of Out-of-Spec ICs: An untrusted foundry or assembly may incorrectly label the out-of-spec ICs (i.e., speed/voltage binning failure ICs) as in-spec ICs to gain a substantial profit. These chips have a lower quality and can hamper the reputation and profits of the original IC designer.

5) Reverse Engineering: The untrusted foundry can reverse engineer chips and extract the netlist of the original design (IP or IC). Reverse engineering is performed mostly to reuse or sell the IP without the consent of the original IP owner.

The threat models distributed along the different stages of the supply chain are shown in Fig. 1.

**B. Objectives**

The objective of this paper is to propose a robust solution to protect the IP and IC against threats listed in Section II-A. Table I summarizes the limitations and major challenges of the existing countermeasures for ensuring the IP and IC ownerships. It is important to note that most of existing countermeasures cannot prevent defective and out-of-spec ICs from being activated and sold into the market, let alone provide IP and IC coprotection. The proposed solution to ensure the trust and integrity in the modern supply chain must have the following criteria.

1) The proposed technique must ensure both the IP and the IC protection in the supply chain.
2) It must have minimal data volume exchanging between the foundry and the IP owner/IC designer. Doing so, the IP owner/IC designer can control the fabrication quality with a negligible workload.
3) It must allow the IP owner or IC designer to perform a final activation based on both structural and functional test results. This would make sure that defective and out-of-spec ICs are not activated.
4) The proposed method prevents illegal copies (including overused IPs and overproduced ICs) from being activated or functional.
5) The proposed solution must prevent the design from being reverse engineered.
6) Finally, it must ensure the IP and IC coprotection with hierarchical compatibility.

**III. DOST Structure**

The overview of DOST for the IP or IC ownership protection is shown in Fig. 2. The proposed DOST is composed of fingerprint generator, linear-feedback shift register (LFSR), I/O wrapper, and result checker circuit.

### A. Fingerprint Generator

DOST’s operation is based on two types of signatures: temporary fingerprint and permanent fingerprint. In general, a DUT is tested using the temporary fingerprint and activated using the permanent fingerprint. The fingerprint generator is used to generate and manage these two signatures (see Fig. 2). Before the production test, aging-sensitive PUF (AS-PUF)
Fig. 2. Detailed architecture of the proposed DOST (encompassed within the gray region).

(shown in Fig. 3) dumps an \(m\)-bit temporary fingerprint at the foundry. The \(m\)-bit temporary fingerprint is parsed and stored into an on-chip one-time programmable (OTP) device as the permanent fingerprint. Controlled by Fab Test Mode signal, the temporary fingerprint is fed to LFSR during the foundry testing, and the permanent fingerprint is fed to LFSR during the final activation. The temporary fingerprint is collected and transferred from the test facility (foundry or assembly) to the IP owner/IC designer. However, the permanent fingerprint is not transferred and accessible by the test facility. Only the IP owner/IC designer can calculate the private permanent fingerprint from the public temporary fingerprint. After the test time window, because of aging, the output of AS-PUF is changed from temporary fingerprint to a significantly different aged fingerprint. Hence, the activation based on the temporary fingerprint fails at the end of the test time window without the final activation key.

The schematic of AS-PUF is shown in Fig. 3. The delay difference of Aging Path Pair in AS-PUF can be affected by aging, which could change the output of AS-PUF. The aging sensitivity of a path is determined by several factors, such as the size of cells and time zero threshold voltage [22], [27], [28]. Silicon results show that large/small standard cells of high/low threshold voltage age at different rates [29], [30]. Small HVT cells, which are more sensitive to aging [29], are used to build the aging-sensitive path of AS-PUF. On the other hand, large LVT cells are used to build the aging-insensitive path. Note that HVT and LVT stand for high and low threshold voltages, respectively. After a given test time window which means that the delay difference between the initially balanced configurable aging-sensitive path and aging-insensitive path [31] approaches the delay of aging margin buffer, the aging indicator within the AS-PUF generates a fingerprint expiration (FE) signal to change the output of ring oscillator-physical unclonable function [32] from temporary fingerprint to a significantly different aged fingerprint. It should be noted that the IP owner/IC designer can adopt other types of AS-PUF, which provides the same function as AS-PUF.

B. LFSR

During testing, the temporary fingerprint, generated by AS-PUF, is used as the seed of LFSR. As shown in Fig. 2, the internal key \((K_I)\) is generated by LFSR and shifted synchronously with the test pattern into the \(K_I\) register chain. However, during the final activation of the DUT, the permanent fingerprint is fed to LFSR to generate \(K_I\).

C. Internal and External Key Registers

The internal and external keys \((K_I\) and \(K_e)\) are designed for locking and unlocking the I/O wrapper. Both of them are \(\lambda\)-bit long [the maximum length of design for testability (DFT) scan chains]. During the structural test, \(K_I\) and \(K_e\) are shifted into the internal and external key registers from LFSR and external pin synchronously with the test patterns. As shown in Fig. 2, the first scan-in bit (bit-0) of \(K_I\) and \(K_e\) is distributed to all XOR gates of the scan input wrapper, while the last bit [bit-(\(\lambda\)-1)] of both keys is applied to the scan output wrapper. The other bits of \(K_I\) and \(K_e\) are randomly connected to the individual gates within the functional I/O wrapper. \(K_I\) and \(K_e\) work in three modes: structural test, functional test, and activation modes.

1) Structural Test Mode: \(K_I\) for the structural test, which is unique for each DUT and determined by temporary fingerprint, is used to lock the scan I/O wrapper. A correct \(K_e\) for the structural test generated by the IP owner/IC designer is used to unlock the scan inputs/outputs. According to the following equation:

\[
P_{S_{In/Out}} = E_{S_{In/Out}} \oplus (K_I \oplus K_e)
\]

where \(P_{S_{In/Out}}\) is the internal plain scan test pattern/response and \(E_{S_{In/Out}}\) is the external universally encrypted test patterns/response. According to (1), by adjusting \(K_e\), the IP
owner/IC designer can always calculate $Ke$ to unlock this functional input/output, (2) should be satisfied at functional inputs/outputs, which is detailed in Section III-D, designer. Considering obfuscation logics (OLs) are introduced to functional test, instead of being shifted in serial, $Ke$ can be loaded from a flash address. As shown in Fig. 2, a specific functional input/output is randomly controlled by $Ke[i]$ and $Ke[j]$. The value of $i$ and $j$ is only known by the IP owner/IC designer. Considering obfuscation logics (OLs) are introduced at functional inputs/outputs, which is detailed in Section III-D, to unlock this functional input/output, (2) should be satisfied:

$$Ke[i] \oplus Ke[j] \oplus OL = 1 (0 \leq i, j \leq \lambda - 1).$$

According to (2), with the knowledge of OL, $i$, and $j$, the IP owner/IC designer can always calculate $Ke$ for the functional test from the public temporary fingerprint.

2) Functional Test Mode: The same $Ki$ is used for the functional test. However, a new $Ke$ dedicated to the functional test is applied. $Ki$ and $Ke$ set for functional test together temporarily unlock the functional I/O wrapper. During the functional test, instead of being shifted in serial, $Ke$ can be loaded from a flash address. As shown in Fig. 2, a specific functional input/output is randomly controlled by $Ke[i]$ and $Ke[j]$. The value of $i$ and $j$ is only known by the IP owner/IC designer. Considering obfuscation logics (OLs) are introduced at functional inputs/outputs, which is detailed in Section III-D, to unlock this functional input/output, (2) should be satisfied:

$$Ke[i] \oplus Ke[j] \oplus OL = 1 (0 \leq i, j \leq \lambda - 1).$$

According to (2), with the knowledge of OL, $i$, and $j$, the IP owner/IC designer can always calculate $Ke$ for the functional test from the public temporary fingerprint.

3) Circuit Activation: A DUT is ready to be activated when it passes all structural and functional tests. LFSR loads the permanent fingerprint as seed and generates a new $Ki$. The foundry has to wait for $Ke$ set for the final activation, which can only be generated by the IP owner/IC designer, to activate a device finally. It should be noted that loading of $Ke$ set is also controlled by Fab Test Mode signal, as shown in Fig. 2. After testing, $Ke$ set for the final activation can be loaded from a secure OTP.

D. I/O Wrapper With the Obfuscation Logic

The I/O wrapper consists of both scan and functional I/O wrappers (Fig. 2). The inputs of the wrappers are fed from $Ki$ and $Ke$, as described in Section III-C.

To protect the design from reverse engineering, some randomly selected inputs and outputs are obfuscated by inserting OLs, as shown in Fig. 4(a). It should be noted that OLs can be moved to larger logic depth according to De Morgan’s laws as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), which makes it difficult for attackers to differentiate OLs from the original netlist. Furthermore, to make DOST more robust against the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) attack [39], several finite-state machines (FSMs) are randomly inserted to functional inputs, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the FSM would be transparent after transferring $\alpha$ correct states. Hence, in order to completely unlock the functional I/O wrapper, a $Ke$ set that includes $\alpha K_e$s for a functional test or final activation should be loaded in order. In this paper, $\alpha$ is set as 3.

E. Result Checker Circuit

The result checker circuit is used to prevent the foundry from misreporting test results to the IP owner/IC designer for keys, which prevents the release of defective and out-of-spec ICs. Fig. 2 shows the proposed result checker circuit that is composed of a convolutional compactor and a nonlinear feedback register (NLFSR). In the structural test mode, the scan chain outputs are compressed by the convolutional compactor [34] into one sequence. There is a possibility of error masking due to convolutional compacting. However, it has been reported that the error masking rate is below 3.3% for industrial designs [34], which is acceptable for the proposed method. The NLFSR [35] then obfuscates the compressed sequence to generate the structural test footprint. Note that the NLFSR is also uniquely seeded with the permanent fingerprint generated by AS-PUF. A structural test footprint that contains the structural test pass/fail information is dumped and logged by the ATE. Only the IP owner/IC designer, who has the knowledge of NLFSR function, can recover the compressed scan outs using the AS-PUF’s value. Thus, the foundry cannot predict the fault-free structural test footprint of any DUT and has to report their logged footprint. Similarly, during the functional test, the outputs of functional path delay checkers (see [36]) are shifted into result checker circuit and a functional test footprint is dumped. Again, the functional test footprint is not manageable.

To avoid reverse engineering and malicious modifications, it is suggested to replace 3-input XOR gates in I/O wrapper of DOST by circuits with the same function which are composed of normal logic gates, such as 2-input AND gate, 2-input OR gate, inverter, and so on, as shown in Fig. 5(b). These 3-input XOR circuits could be all or partly moved to different logic depths according to De Morgan’s laws. More importantly, netlists of DOST and IP/IC under protection should be flattened together, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Then, the camouflaging technology [33] should be adopted to implement the circuit. These countermeasures make it difficult to separate DOST from the whole flattened netlist and make malicious modifications to obtain $Ki$.

IV. DOST-BASED TEST METHODOLOGY

A. Test Methodology

The stages of the DOST-based SST methodology are shown in Fig. 6 and discussed as follows.

1) Test Initiation: During test initiation, test patterns and responses detecting stuck-at, transition, delay faults, and so on are generated first based on the original IP/IC design. Then, the original test patterns/responses for the structural test are universally encrypted and delivered together with functional test patterns/responses to the foundry. After fabrication, the I/O wrapper of the protected IP/IC is locked by a unique $Ki$ [Fig. 7(a)]. The foundry collects the AS-PUF’s values of
Fig. 5. Countermeasures to avoid reverse engineering and malicious modifications on DOST, which makes the attacker difficult to separate DOST from the whole netlist and make malicious modifications to obtain $K_c$. (a) Initial connection between one of 3-input XOR gate in I/O wrapper of DOST and IP/IC under protection. (b) 3-input XOR gates in I/O wrapper of DOST are replaced by circuits with the same function which are composed of normal logic gates. (c) Netlists of DOST and IP/IC under protection are flattened together. In addition, 3-input XOR circuits in I/O wrapper are moved to different logic depths according to De Morgan’s laws.

DUTs and sends them to the IP owner or IC designer. The IP owner/IC designer calculates $K_e$ sets for structural and functional tests.

2) Structural Test: As shown in Fig. 7(b), during the structural test, the universally encrypted patterns are applied to all DUTs, as shown in Fig. 8. At the same time, a unique $K_e$ set for structural test delivered by the IP owner/IC designer is supplied externally to unlock the scan I/O and decrypt the patterns. The structural test footprint is generated at the same time. If the DUT passes the structural test, the functional test is conducted. Otherwise, the defective DUT is discarded, as shown in Fig. 6.

3) Functional Test: As shown in Fig. 7(c), during the functional test, a unique $K_e$ set for the functional test is applied in sequence to unlock the functional I/O wrapper. In this stage, all functional tests can be performed, such as standard functional, speed binning, and voltage binning. A uniquely encrypted functional test footprint is dumped (Fig. 8).

4) Final Activation: When IC passes all tests, the foundry logs the ECID, AS-PUF’s value, $K_e$ values, and structural and functional test footprints of each in-spec IC, as shown in Fig. 9. The collected data are then sent to the IP owner/IC designer for footprint validation. If the footprints show that test results are not misreported, the IP owner/IC designer will deliver $K_e$ sets for final activation to the foundry to permanently unlock the corresponding ICs, as shown in Fig. 7(d). If the footprint does not match the reported test result, the activation request will be refused as shown by the IC marked with ECID2 shown in Fig. 9.

5) After Test Time Window: After the test time window, test $K_e$ sets expire due to the changes of $K_c$ caused by AS-PUF aging. In other words, the delivered test $K_e$s cannot unlock the I/O wrapper anymore. If the activation request is refused by the IP owner/IC designer, the protected IP/IC has locked again, as shown in Fig. 7(e).

Fig. 10 shows the flow of all DUTs. After fabrication, if the DUT fails the structural test, the defective DUT not permanently unlocked has to be discarded. Similarly, the out-of-spec DUT has to be discarded. If the foundry/assembly does not discard them, the IP owner/IC designer can refuse to deliver the final activation $K_e$ set based on the structural and functional test footprints. Thus, the temporarily unlock status will expire after test time window and the corresponding device is disabled and has to be discarded anyway. Finally, a licensed number of DUTs that pass all tests can be used with the locked scan I/Os and permanently unlocked functional netlist.

B. Test Overhead Evaluation

1) Data Exchanging Overhead: As shown in Fig. 6, 1 and 2 represent twice extra data exchanges required between the IP owner/IC designer and foundry in the proposed secure test methodology: 1) the IP owner/IC designer delivers test $K_e$ sets based on the foundry extracted AS-PUF’s value and 2) the foundry reports structural/functional test footprints, and the IP owner/IC designer returns the final activation $K_e$ set if footprints match the reported pass status. The exchanging data volume increment mainly comes from structural and functional test footprints, which equals to $1 \sim 2$ additional
Fig. 7. DOST-based IC test and activation flow. (a) After fabrication, the I/O wrapper of the protected IP/IC is locked by a unique $K_i$. Note that the value of $K_i$ is determined by the output of AS-PUF and LFSR. (b) During the structural test, universally encrypted patterns are applied to the protected IP/IC. At the same time, a unique $K_e$ set for the structural test is supplied externally to unlock the scan I/O and decrypt the encrypted patterns. A structural test footprint is dumped in this process. (c) During the functional test, a unique $K_e$ set for the functional test is applied to unlock the functional I/O and all functional tests can be performed. A uniquely encrypted functional test footprint is dumped in this process. (d) After the footprints are validated by the IP owner/IC designer, $K_e$ set for final activation is applied to activate the protected IP/IC. (e) $K_i$ expires after test time window due to AS-PUF’s value expiring. The $K_e$ sets for a test cannot unlock the I/O wrapper anymore. If the activation request is refused, the protected IP/IC is locked again.

Fig. 8. Universal test patterns are applied to all DUTs, and every DUT generates uniquely encrypted structural/functional test footprints. In contrast, the SST [6], [7] needs to exchange all test responses of each DUT. Therefore, DOST offers a significant reduction in data exchange between the IP owner/IC designer and the foundry. The extra data volume for each benchmark is shown in Table III.

Fig. 9. Data log is delivered to the IP owner/IC designer by the foundry. And the data log validation result is given by the IP owner/IC designer. The gray parts represent the extra data volume equaling to 1 ∼ 2 additional scan I/Os’ data comparing with transitional tests.

V. MULTILEVEL DOST PROTECTION

DOST provides a unified solution to protect both IP and IC in modern semiconductor supply chain. The hierarchical protection levels that include both IP level (DOSTIP) and IC level (DOSTIC) are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 10. Direction and the netlist state of all DUTs within DOST flow.

Fig. 11. Hierarchical DOST protection. IP level (DOSTIP) and IC level (DOSTIC) DOST protect the specific IP and the whole IC ownership, respectively.

A. IP Protection

DOSTIP (see Fig. 11) ensures the integrated IP ownership. The IP owner can deliver a universal test pattern set with the synthesized soft or firm/hard IP at the same time to the IC designer. The IP owner, then, transfers the structural and the functional test \( K_e \) sets. The \( K_e \) sets are calculated based on the AS-PUFIP’s value provided by the foundry or IC designer. As the activated IP count is the only concern for the IP owner, he/she can let the IC designer validate the IP test result and make the final activation decision. The IC designer then sends the licensed number of AS-PUFIP signatures from passed ICs to the IP owner. The IP owner receives them and computes the same number of final activation \( K_e \) sets. The above approach makes sure that the activated count can be fully controlled by the IP owner. Section VII-C shows the robustness of DOST against IP piracy.

B. IC Protection

As discussed in Section IV, DOSTIC, shown in Fig. 11, ensures that the IC designer controls the test and activation of the whole IC. As the foundry cannot perform structural and functional tests without test \( K_e \) sets delivered by IC designer. Besides, the IC can be activated if and only if the structural and functional test footprints pass the IC designer’s validation. As discussed in Section VII-C, DOST makes sure that overproduced, defective and out-of-spec ICs are not activated and sold into the market. Also, it protects IC from reverse engineering.

C. Multihierarchical Level Protection

With low area overhead, DOST can concurrently exist in multiple hierarchical levels to provide protection to IP and IC belonging to different parties. Scan I/Os and external key register of DOSTIP can be stitched into any IC scan chains. The chain merging and pattern encryption for multihierarchical-level DOST protection are shown in Fig. 12.

VI. DOST-BASED IMPLEMENTATION FLOW

The implementation flow of DOST for the IP owner or IC designer, shown in Fig. 14, is divided into the following steps.

Step 1 (IP/IC Design and Synthesis): In this phase, the IP or IC is designed and synthesized for test and verification. The DFT structure is inserted during synthesis.
Step 2 (Functional I/O Random Selection): The designer randomly selects primary functional I/Os for OLs and FSMs insertion.

Step 3 (OLs and FSMs Insertion): OLs and FSMs are inserted into the selected I/O group during engineering change orders. To make OLs more difficult to be identified, a larger logic depth is implemented using De Morgan’s laws (Fig. 4).

Step 4 (DOST Synthesis): In this step, the fingerprint generator, LFSR, key registers, and result checker belonging to DOST are synthesized. Note that the length of internal and external key registers is equal to the maximum length of DFT scan chains.

Step 5 (DOST Insertion): The synthesized DOST is merged into the design.

Step 6 (Automatic Test Pattern Generation and Pattern Encryption): In this step, the structural test patterns based on the DOST inserted netlist with the scan I/O wrapper forced as transparent are generated. Then, the IP owner or the IC designer performs one-time encryption and generates the encrypted universally deliverable patterns/responses for all DUTs. DOST does not affect the IP/IC function. Hence, the functional test patterns should be generated based on the DOST free netlist.

Step 7 (Layout Generation and Delivery): After timing closure, the final netlist is generated. The final IP is delivered to the IC designer. The IC designer generates the final layout and provides the GDSII file to the foundry for fabrication.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

DOST is implemented in a 32-nm technology node on OpenSPARCT2, Gaisler, and OPENCORE benchmarks. The circuits are synthesized with 10-MHz full scan. The functional clock frequency is 100 MHz with a test compressed scan chain length equaling to 64 (λ = 64).

A. Overhead

Table II shows the overheads of DOST implemented with 16-bit AS-PUF, 16-bit LFSR, and achterbahn-80 NLFSR [35]. The area overhead is as low as 0.959%–2.267%. The scan
TABLE II
AREA, SHIFTING POWER, AND PATTERN PROCESSING TIME OVERHEADS OF DOST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Benchmark</th>
<th>VGA-LCD</th>
<th>FGU</th>
<th>Leon3</th>
<th>Leon3mp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># SFF</td>
<td>17058</td>
<td>27931</td>
<td>49443</td>
<td>82514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Scan Chains</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Overhead</td>
<td>2.267%</td>
<td>1.118%</td>
<td>1.181%</td>
<td>0.959%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting Power Overhead</td>
<td>1.892%</td>
<td>1.079%</td>
<td>1.132%</td>
<td>1.012%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Proc. Time Per Pattern (µs)</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>141.4</td>
<td>234.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
DATA EXCHANGING OVERHEAD OF DOST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Benchmark</th>
<th>VGA-LCD</th>
<th>FGU</th>
<th>Leon3</th>
<th>Leon3mp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Path Delay Monitors [37]</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits of Functional Test Footprint</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits of PUF Signature and K_e,s</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Structural Test Patterns to Detect Stuck-at Fault</td>
<td>1,615</td>
<td>1,807</td>
<td>2,185</td>
<td>3,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits of Structural Test Footprint</td>
<td>103,360</td>
<td>115,648</td>
<td>139,840</td>
<td>243,648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data overhead of Structural Test Footprint</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shifting power overhead is in the range of 1.012%–1.892%. Note that the overheads can be even smaller for a large-scale industrial application. The processing time overhead per pattern for encryption is shown in Table II as well. With a Linux workstation of 2.4 GHz, 20-core CPU, a single-thread Python parser, the maximum time for patterns encryption per pattern is 234.0 µs, which is negligible. The exchanging data overhead required by the proposed SST methodology is shown in Table III. Considering the path delay monitors [37], used to monitor the most critical path group, the data size of functional test footprints for different benchmarks are limited to 230–1020 bits. The structural test footprint is equal to the data volume of an additional scan I/O, which is equal to 0.08%–0.38% of the whole scan data. The results show that the data size of PUF signature, K_e sets, and functional test footprints is negligible compared with the structural test footprint. Therefore, only around 0.08%–0.38% of scan data volume is exchanged between the IP owner/IC designer and foundry which is significantly smaller than [6], [7], which requires all scan data to be exchanged.

B. Temporary Authentication Window Analysis

In the proposed test methodology, the foundry/assembly has a time window to conduct functional tests in the temporarily unlocked mode. The temporarily unlocked mode is authenticated based on the temporary fingerprint of AS-PUF (Fig. 2). The delay degradation of aging path pairs within 100 AS-PUF samples (Fig. 3), considering 30% V_th, 10% L, 10% W, and 20% t_ox variations, at 25 °C without accelerated stress is shown in Fig. 15(a). As the test time window ends when the degradation difference between an aging path pair approaches the delay of aging margin buffer (Fig. 3). Furthermore, according to Fig. 15(a), the test time window length is affected by process variation. Fig. 15(b) shows the distribution of test time windows of 100 AS-PUF samples. It can be seen that 95.0% AS-PUFs’ temporary fingerprints expire in 2–3 months, and all of them end within four months. This test window distribution guarantees enough fabrication and test time for most foundry and assembly. Note that the test time window can be alternated by changing the delay of aging margin buffer.

C. Attack Analysis

The threat models shown in Section II violate the IP and IC ownerships. Also, the attacker may try to break through the protection of DOST and perform IP/IC piracies. The performance of DOST against these attacks is discussed in this section.
attack for final activation $K_e$ sets. The security analysis of the DOST against the above-mentioned key attacks is shown in the following.

1) Flushing Attack: The attacker may seek to obtain $K_i$ by simply flushing the scan chains. The scan I/O wrapper are controlled by bit-0 and bit-$(\lambda - 1)$ of $K_i$ and $K_e$. During flushing attack, as shown in Fig. 2, with $\lambda$ scan clocks, bit-0 of $K_i$ and $K_e$ ($K_i[0]$ and $K_e[0]$) are shifted to bit-$(\lambda - 1)$ and the wrapped SI ($SI_{w}$) is shifted to the position of wrapped SO ($SO_{w}$) in Fig. 2. Therefore

$$SI_{w} = SI \oplus (K_i[0] \oplus K_e[0])$$

$$SO = SI_{w} \oplus (K_i[0] \oplus K_e[0]) = SI.$$ (4)

Equation (3) shows that the scan output always equals to scan input at $\lambda$ clock cycles before. The simulation waveforms during flushing attack are shown in Fig. 16(a). It can be seen that the scan output sequence and the scan input sequence are the same, regardless of correct or incorrect $K_e$. It signifies that the scan out value does not contain any key information.

2) Resetting Attack: The attacker may also seek to obtain $K_i$ by resetting the device and observing scanning outs. However, LFSR, $K_i$, and $K_e$ are synchronously reset with the scan cells. After resetting, for the first $\lambda$ clock cycles, $K_i[\lambda - 1]$ equals 0, and the scan out can be expressed as

$$SO = SC[\lambda - 1] \oplus K_i[\lambda - 1] \oplus K_e[\lambda - 1] = K_e[\lambda - 1]$$ (5)

where $SC[\lambda - 1]$ is the last bit of a scan chain and is equal to 0 for the first $\lambda$ clock cycles. Therefore, the scan out is always equal to the corresponding bit of public $K_e$ without revealing $K_i$ [see Fig. 16(b)].

3) Brute-Force Attack: The final activation key $K_e$ set is written into a secure OTP, as discussed in Section III-C. Therefore, there is no chance for an attacker to perform brute-force attack to obtain the correct $K_e$ set for the final activation.

4) SAT Attack: In SAT attack [39], [41], the attacker compares the responses of activated and unactivated ICs and finds distinguishing input patterns to identify the correct activation key. Since the attacker has only one chance to write the correct final activation $K_e$ set into OTP, it is almost impossible for him/her to guess the right key once. Even if the attacked IC is still in the test time window, the attacker needs to apply distinguishing input patterns together with scanning in various $K_e$ sets to exclude the wrong keys. However, limited by the clock frequency and serial scan operation, it takes a long time to attack. Moreover, getting the temporary unlocked key is useless after the test time window.

5) Reverse Engineering Attack: The attacker (i.e., untrusted foundry or other parties in the supply chain) can perform malicious modifications based on the reverse engineering extracted netlist [38] to break through the protection of DOST, which includes: 1) removing DOST and 2) inserting hardware Trojan to reveal $K_i$ during testing. If the attacker seeks to get

---

**Fig. 16.** Security performance of the proposed architecture under attacks. (a) Under flushing attack, scan outputs always equal to scan inputs $\lambda$ clock cycles before, with no crypto information leaked. (b) Under resetting attack, $K_i$ and $K_e$ are all reset and $\lambda = 64$ ($\lambda$ is the length of scan chains with test compressed) and zeros are scanned out first without leaking $K_i$. **
rid of DOST from the reverse engineering extracted netlist, after DOST removed, the original IP/IC netlist with OLs and FSMs is left. Then, the attacker may break the OLs with the following.

1) **Brute-Force Attack Assisted by Reverse Engineering:** The function of the original netlist with OLs and FSMs is expressed as

\[
I_{\text{obf}} = \text{Function}_{\text{OB}}(I) \\
O_{\text{obf}} = \text{Function}_{\text{OB}}(O)
\]  

(6)

where \( I/O \) and \( I_{\text{obf}}/O_{\text{obf}} \) are the input/output without/with obfuscation, respectively, and \( \text{Function}_{\text{OB}} \) is the obfuscation function including OLs and FSMs. According to (6), the probability of recovering original netlist with brute force is

\[
P_{\text{in}} \times P_{\text{out}} = \left( \frac{1}{(C^n_m + C^n_1 + C^n_2 + \cdots + C^n_m)^n} \right) \times \left( \frac{1}{(C^n_0 + C^n_1 + C^n_2 + \cdots + C^n_n)} \right) = 1/2^m n^2 + n, \]

where \( m \) and \( n \) are input and output port count, respectively. It can be seen that the brute-force attack is impractical (i.e., with a probability of \( 1/2^{2103} \) for floating-point and graphics unit (FGU) benchmark when \( \alpha = 3 \)).

2) **SAT Attack Assisted by Reverse Engineering:** There are overall two attack scenarios as follows.

a) **Attacking the Netlist Including DOST:** The whole netlist of the IC can be extracted by reverse engineering. However, due to the existence of AS-PUF, \( K_i \) is unique for each chip. Thus, SAT attack cannot be applied.

b) **Attacking the Netlist Without DOST:** As the attacker may identify the internal and external key registers of DOST, SAT attack can be performed by setting \( K_i \) as constant and applying various \( K_e \)s as shown in Fig. 17(a) and or removing the external key registers and directly applying different keys on functional I/O wrapper. At the same time, \( K_i \) is set as constant. The attack complexity is related to the functional I/O count.

The complexity of the above SAT attacks is related to the length of \( K_e \) or the functional I/O count. With \( \alpha \)-state FSM, the minimum key input number

---

**Table IV**  
Comparison Among DOST, CSST [6, 7], Hardware Metering [3], and Logic Barrier [24]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area Overhead</td>
<td>Extra RO-based PUF, convolutional compactor, ( K_i ) and ( K_e ) registers, andFSRs (low)</td>
<td>Extra RSA module, Scrambling block, and TRNG (high)</td>
<td>Extra FSM logic and PUF (low-medium)</td>
<td>Extra reconfigurable logic barriers for IOs, lookup table, and PUF (high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security during Production Tests</td>
<td>Both structural and functional tests are conducted with protection. Volume authentication takes place after all tests</td>
<td>Only structural test is conducted with protection</td>
<td>Neither structural or functional tests is conducted with protection. A large volume of authentication takes place before all tests</td>
<td>Neither structural or functional tests can be conducted with protection. Volume authentication takes place before all tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overproduced IC Deactivation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No. Foundry can overproduce ICs by claiming lower (than the original) yield.</td>
<td>No. Foundry can overproduce ICs by claiming lower (than the actual) yield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective IC Deactivation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-spec (speed) IC Deactivation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, Speed binning takes place without protection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP and IC Co-protection</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra work load for DFT engineers *</td>
<td>One-time encrypted pattern/response generation; 3 ( K_e )s and structural and functional test footprints computing and validating for each IC</td>
<td>N-time test pattern/response generation for each IC ( (N ) equals to the production volume); Whole test response checking for each device</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data exchange volume between IC designer and test facilities *</td>
<td>3 ( K_e )s, structural and functional test footprints.</td>
<td>All test responses, test and activation keys for each IC.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Applicable for the methodologies with secure tests enabled.
is \( \min\{2^{2\lambda\alpha}, 2^{(m+n)\alpha}\} \), where \( m + n \) represents the functional I/O count. In this implementation, \( \lambda \) is set as 64, and \( \alpha \) is set as 3. For FGU, the minimum attack count is \( 2^{192} \). The number proves that even with small FSMs, the probability to crack the DOST-protected IP/IC by SAT attack is low.

However, according to Section III, it is suggested that netlists of DOST and IP/IC under protection should be flattened together. In addition, 3-input XOR gates in I/O wrapper could be replaced by circuits with the same function, and then, these circuits need to be moved to different logic depths according to De Morgan’s laws. The above-mentioned countermeasures make the attacker difficult to separate DOST from the whole flattened netlist by reverse engineering and perform malicious modifications to reveal \( K_j \).

D. Comparing With Existing Techniques

The comparisons of DOST with major anti-tamper techniques, including CSST [6], [7], hardware metering [3], and logic barrier [24], are listed in Table IV. The results and analyses show that DOST can prevent defective, overproduced, and out-of-spec ICs from entering the market with better assurance and efficiency, and provide IP and IC coprotection.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel DOST and an SST methodology to prevent IP and IC piracies by overusing IP in unauthorized IC or shipping overproduced, defective, and out-of-spec ICs to the market. By temporary fingerprint generation and authentication, the foundry can conduct structural tests in the locked mode and functional test in the temporarily unlocked mode. The result checker circuit ensures that only the IP owner/IC designer can control the whole test process. The results and attack analyses demonstrated that DOST could provide high security against IP and IC piracies with low overhead. We verified our claims by implementing DOST on four benchmarks from OpenSPARCT2, Gaisler, and OPENCORE.
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